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The science education community is truly global in its interests in teaching,

learning, and teacher education. And appropriately, for the past decade, ASTE

officially labels its annual meeting as an International Annual Conference, as

opposed to simply an Annual Conference. In a similar vein, we, as editors, have

been making a significant attempt to make the Journal of Science Teacher

Education more international in terms of its Associate Editors, Editorial Review

Board, and authorship of articles included. Certainly this helps with the organiza-

tion’s desire to have the journal indexed with ISI, but it is justified simply on the

grounds that issues surrounding science teacher education are global, not just the

concern of North America. Furthermore, it is our goal to move the journal toward its

goal of being the primary journal of research on science teacher education.

What we want to focus on is whether the ‘‘words’’ are consistent with reality. It is

not enough to call our annual conference ‘‘international.’’ The overwhelming

membership in ASTE is from North America, with international members being

primarily from Canada. This profile is clearly represented at our annual conferences.

Although many of us work with colleagues from around the world, we primarily see

and interact with US colleagues at our annual meeting in January. The lack of

international participation at our professional meeting can not be attributed solely to

the fact that our meetings are held in the US. Clearly, NARST has a significant

international participation and so does AERA. It is interesting to note that

international participation at NARST often decreases (so urban legend says) when

NARST does not meet in the same city as AERA or at location in close proximity.

Nevertheless, both organizations can claim a high level of international participation

at annual conferences even though their meetings, with few exceptions, are all held

within the US or Canada. To be fair, it is true that both NARST and AERA have a

longer history of having independent annual conferences (i.e., ASTE, then AETS,
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had their meetings as part of the NSTA program until 1993). Therefore, they had an

opportunity to gain loyal attendees before ASTE held independent meetings and it is

rare that international colleagues would attend two or more meetings held in the US

in a given year.

However, there must be other reasons. Is there something about our meetings that

are not attractive to our international colleagues? One thing that would be attractive

would be sessions that are more internationally focused, but this is not likely to

happen without international attendees to begin with; it is a negative feedback cycle.

So, what can we do as an organization to build our connection to the international

community and increase international participation in our meetings?

Building and International Presence at Our Meetings

Just to start the conversation, we have brainstormed some ideas. We are not under

the illusion that some of these ideas have never been discussed at Board meetings

and we certainly do not assume that are ideas are exhaustive. Additional ideas are

welcomed by anybody and everybody. Our suggestions follow and are not presented

in any order of importance.

Advertising

At an organizational level, we think more could be done to advertize our annual

conference. How do non-members hear about the conference? It may be productive

to consistently advertise our conference on the websites of other professional

organizations. For example, the European Science Education Association (ESERA)

is open to professional announcements that are not directly related to ESERA. This

would be a good opportunity to let their membership know we exist and that we have

an annual conference. We travel to many places and ASTE is not known by many of

our colleagues throughout the world. We are sure that many of you have experienced

the same. Indeed, at last year’s NARST meeting there was a session on science

education research associations around the world, sponsored by the International

Committee. ASTE was not asked to be part of the session. On an individual level, we

all could make a concerted effort to let our international colleagues know about the

dates and location of the upcoming annual conference. A simple e-mail may go a

long way. We know that we have enticed more than several of our colleagues to

attend a conference we usually attend in South Africa in January (Southern

Association for Research in Mathematics, Science, and Technology Education). If

and when you are presenting at an international conference, consider bringing along

any promotional pamphlets that ASTE may have available. There is no problem

leaving such materials on the registration or information desks.

International Plenary Sessions or Symposia

It seems that it might be a good idea to have a dedicated international plenary session

at our annual meeting. We say ‘‘plenary’’ because the best way to insure international
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attendees in such a session would be to fully or partially support their travel. These

sessions would have an international focus on an issue related to science teacher

education. It could be a single plenary speaker or it could involve one or more

international speakers along with some domestic speakers using a symposium

format. Naturally, financial resources would dictate what the organization could

afford. Having such sessions might also entice the participation of other international

attendees. At a minimum, it would afford the opportunity for an international scholar

to attend ASTE. If finances are prohibitive, an alternative might simply be the

planning of a symposium that involves one or more international scholars on a topic

that may be intriguing enough to entice such scholars to attend at their own expense.

Finally, we each should make a concerted effort to involve international colleagues

in the planning of sessions at the annual meeting.

Collaborative Associations with International Organizations

Other organizations (e.g., NARST) have developed collaborative relationships with

other professional organizations that involve dedicated sessions at each other’s

conferences. When ASTE (then AETS) did not have its own annual meeting we

were allotted 10 h of sessions as part of the NSTA national conference. We are still

allotted sessions, as an affiliate, as part of their program. In terms of having more of

an international presence at our meetings, we could make an effort to partner with

organizations, such as ESERA, that involves them having space on our annual

conference program and they affording the same for ASTE sessions. This would

insure more international attendees at our annual conference and it would also

provide ESERA attendees with more information about the efforts and interests of

ASTE. Obviously, each of these suggestions involve additional expenses to the

organization or to international attendees, but it may stimulate the international

interest we desire.

International Regional Representatives

At present, ASTE has an international region (headed by a member from Canada).

Would it make sense to add regional representatives from regions outside of North

America? Would there be any interest? Could we do something to stimulate any

interest?

International Board Position

Closely related to the previous suggestion is having a designated International

Board position. That is, beyond have an ‘‘international’’ region, would it be

productive to have an elected Board position dedicated to International Science

Teacher Education. Again, NARST has a similar position and it has been quite

effective. Norman was President of NARST when this international Board position

was created. Please do not construe that we are recommending that ASTE become

more like NARST. We are not. But, they do have some organizational structures in

place that help enhance the international flavor of the organization.
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Presentations at International Meetings

Perhaps the most ‘‘grass roots’’ approach to stimulating international interest in our

organization and its conference is through members’ presentations at international

meetings. Many of us have had the opportunity to make presentations at

international professional meetings. When you make these presentations how often

do you mention that you are an ASTE member or the work you are reporting on is a

focus of ASTE? We know that we do not do this, but why not? This is free

advertising and it is the one suggestion that we have made that can begin

immediately and can continue with no limitation. It sounds like a drop in the bucket,

but again, many science teacher educators around the world, and in the US, do not

know we exist or that we have an annual conference.

Internationalizing Your Research

We are not sure if ‘‘internationalizing’’ is a word, but our spell checking seems to

think so. Researchers tend to collaborate with other researchers at their own

institution or within close proximity. This is a reality for a variety of reasons. As a

consequence, how much we can generalize our results is fairly narrow. However,

research on science teacher education could be made so much stronger if, when

appropriate, could be done across two or more continents. The results that are

consistent across international contexts become so much more robust, and the

differing results add to our knowledge of hoe different contexts impact the results of

teacher education. Many, if not all, of us have international colleagues. Consider

projects involving these colleagues, when it makes sense. There is no additional

cost. International projects DO NOT necessarily require a grant. We know this from

personal experience. The point here is that you will end up with important results, a

presentation(s) at ASTE and elsewhere, that can be presented by an international

team, and potential publications, with an international team, that can be published in

JSTE. All of this serves to enhance the international impact of our organization.

Building a More International Journal

To make our organization truly ‘‘international,’’ as our verbiage says, the articles in

our journal should reflect international concerns, with a reasonable presence of

international authors. Many of the things we have been doing are a consequence of

the need to achieve ISI status for JSTE, but these efforts also make the journal more

international in its focus and appeal.

International Associate Editors

Half of our Associate Editors are from countries outside of North America. We have

Associate Editor from every continent except Antarctica. Still working on that one.

Reginald Penguin is still considering our invitation. In the process, we have gained

six international members for ASTE because all Associate Editors are required to be
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members. The frequency of international submissions has increased significantly,

which we believe is due to the international composition of the Associate Editors.

Authors do look at the people who will be reviewing their manuscripts. We have

also made an effort to solicit international Editorial Board Members (ERB) through

separate e-mail solicitations. This has helped make the manuscript reviewers more

international and it also exposes a larger international audience to the work ASTE

members are doing.

Special Issues

As part of our editorial plan, we have been organizing special issues for JSTE. The

next special issue is focused on science teacher education worldwide. Manuscripts

are still being edited, but the special issue includes articles from all continents,

excluding you know who. This will be an example of a journal issue that will

definitely have international appeal. Rather fortuitously, Valarie Akerson (NARST

President and ASTE Publications Co-Chair) has decided to feature the special issue

as an invited plenary session at NARST. Authors from each of the articles will

present and the session will clearly be identified as being derived from a special

issue of JSTE. This will, no doubt, lead many of the audience to take a look at our

journal and our organization. It should also result in many international scholars

citing some of the articles in the special issue. Had we been thinking, and we

weren’t, it would have been a good idea to consider doing a similar session at the

upcoming ASTE meeting. This would have provided additional advertising, and it

also would have insured at least five additional international members attending our

annual meeting. Perhaps this could be a presentation during the 2016 ASTE

meeting!

Advertising

Although Springer does advertise our journal on their website, we have begun to

advertise the journal on any professional organization website that will allow such

advertising. Again, at a minimum, this can serve to bring awareness of our journal

and organization to more international science teacher educators.

We have presented here some ideas that we have about making our organization

truly international. It is one thing to say we are international, but it is another to

actually be international. This is definitely a case where actions speak louder than

words. Our suggestions are definitely not exhaustive of what can be done. We are

still thinking and we are asking that you do the same. Any ideas you have are

welcome and we will do our best to promote and publicize these through any venues

we can.
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